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Agrowing body of recent literature (2) points to the problem of socio-
spatial differentiation in Chinese cities. The emergence of urban
poverty on the one hand and of a growing middle-class on the other

hand is not only deepening the wealth gap in society, but is also changing
the socio-spatial structure of the respective cities. For a number of
authors, (3) the new patterns taking shape are epitomised as “enclave
urbanism” in the form of estate-scale neighbourhoods of different social
composition, which are juxtaposed to each other and separated by intra-
urban boundaries. These phenomena are discussed with reference to
Western debates on segregation and gated communities or with reference
to the political transformation within China. In both cases, the
commodification of housing through the post-1978 housing reform plays
a major role. Commodity housing was first added to existing housing stock
and soon after become the dominant supply mode. We shall now review
this process in the particular case of Guangzhou and look at data on
commodity housing estates in view of their implications for socio-spatial
differentiation and segregation. 

When we talk about commodity housing (shangpinfang 商品房), this term
first needs explanation. It is not immediately comprehensible without an
understanding of the reverse, a centrally planned economy, where housing
is not a commodity, but part of the welfare assistance provided by the
government to its citizens. When in China such a system was reformed to
allow, and soon afterward encourage, private investment in both housing
production and housing consumption, the term commodity housing was
coined to describe commercial housing as opposed to the old-style welfare
housing. 

The housing reform started in the early 1980s and gained momentum in
the 1990s. At that time, Chinese cities began to grow rapidly, and urban
housing was urgently needed. The priorities of Maoist China until then were
on industrial build-up rather than urban consumption, which led to a
scarcity of housing supply, poor maintenance, and lack of new buildings
amid a growing population. (4) As will be detailed below, the reforms

promoted by Deng Xiaoping included the opening of the housing sector to
commercial actors. First, the production of housing to be distributed through
the work units (danwei 单位) was handed to private or quasi-private entities,
later consumption was equally liberalised and a housing market emerged. 

Very quickly, China has become a society of homeowners. Housing and
housing prices have become preferred topics of private conversations and
news reports. Commodity housing has become the primary channel for
investment, a crucial precondition for marriage and family building, and a
marker of individual success and lifestyle. Apart from these cultural
meanings, it is also of great macro-economic importance. Public finances
largely depend on land sales, and on the relief afforded to public coffers by
developers who provide and manage whole neighbourhoods. The real estate
sector is a motor of the economy and especially a channel for consumers
to spend their surplus wealth domestically. The advantage over competing
spending options such as tourism, luxury goods, or cars is that the money
stays within the country. Last but not least, the introduction of new housing
choices for the middle-class clearly also has the purpose of fostering
political stability. 

On the other hand, claims arise that this re-evaluation of housing leads
to growing socio-spatial differentiation and segregation within China’s cities.
The dynamics of change are complex and the paths of upward and
downward social mobility diverse. Some studies conclude that the winners
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of China’s urban housing reform are similar to those of the old system, as
former privileges are translated into new wealth. (5) Nevertheless, in the
maturing housing market since 2004, housing prices are seen as becoming
the main sorting mechanism.

This paper therefore focuses on housing prices in order to understand the
socio-spatial implications of housing commodification in Guangzhou. We
are especially interested in claims that the introduction of commodity
housing leads to socio-spatial differentiation and segregation. As the
vanguard of economic and housing reforms in China, Guangzhou is a good
case study, not because it is representative of all Chinese cities, but because
of its pioneering role in housing commodification. Many issues observed in
Guangzhou have later become relevant for other cities as well. Guangzhou
stands out as one of the first Chinese cities that were allowed to introduce
market mechanisms and as a place of traditionally strong private
entrepreneurship, compared to northern cities with their more state-
controlled economies, it is also a showcase of the trends, chances, and
challenges facing all Chinese cities – including the proliferation of
commodity housing, related socio-spatial transformations, and the
emergence of housing as a social issue. 

Methodologically, the value of our case study lies in data on the estate
level, which allows us to draw a more fine-grained picture than district or
street-level analyses, and in the inclusion of second-hand units, which will
increasingly be considered a housing option. Based on a comprehensive data
set, we first wanted to find out where in the city commodity housing estates
have emerged. Building on this geographical analysis, we then differentiated
between estates of different price levels as we investigated the divergence
between the low-end and high-end markets and the spatial patterns of
commodity estates by price categories. Finally, on a more general level, we
want to discuss the implications of commodity housing on the socio-spatial
structure of the city. To put this enquiry into context, both internationally
and for China, the following section provides a review of related research.

Housing and dynamics of urban
fragmentation

The falling apart of the city is a recurrent theme of urban research, and it
has experienced a revival as globalisation, neoliberalism, and post-Fordism
have come to be seen as major forces behind urban development. Socio-
economic polarisation and the separation of activity spaces, life styles, and
residential space lead to “dual” or otherwise “divided” or “splintered” cities. (6)

An important aspect of this is residential segregation, but what exactly this
entails and how it can be measured is still disputed. Segregation is
commonly defined as “concentration of population groups with a certain
characteristic in urban sections/areas.” (7) In urban research this is mostly
related to the place of residence and characteristics such as nationality,
ethnicity, or socio-economic status. (8) It is often measured by dissimilarity
indices, (9) although these do not say anything about social relevance or
social problems. 

In Chinese, “differentiation” (fenyi 分异, fenli 分离) as a term is more
commonly used, but it is often presented in context of and interchanged
with “segregation” (geli 隔离). Both are generally viewed negatively, with
blurry moral reasoning and reference to Western cases. Especially after
the national introduction of the concept of “harmonious society,”
Chinese research on segregation gained not only momentum but also
ideological context. (10) What appears special today stands against the

background of the Maoist past. The socialist city was formed by a
planned economy, which led to a broad distribution of similar industries,
functions, and facilities over the city. The state allocated housing
through the danwei and put workers, supervisors, and cadres into the
same neighbourhoods. In the end, it was not so much characteristics of
the individual as those of the workplace that determined the living
environment. But residential differentiation of the population produced
by danwei hierarchy is seldom considered. Instead, the implicit starting
point in many studies is the “typical homogeneity” (11) of the Chinese
city before the reform and opening policies: “China’s society is going
from the equality of the past towards differentiation […] and residential
segregation.” (12)

Most Chinese work on differentiation/segregation concentrates on
explaining the reasons for the emerging differentiation – systemic and
individual. Economic and social transformation, globalisation and a widening
income gap build the background; profit-oriented mechanisms of urban
development, urban planning, the hukou (户口), and the welfare housing
system as well as increasing individual mobility and housing preferences
are mentioned as concrete mechanisms. (13) Most empirical data are
produced by directly approaching poor or rich areas – urbanised villages,
migrant enclaves, old neighbourhoods of laid-off workers, danwei housing,
gated communities for higher income groups, etc. However, this can only
cover small parts of a city.

General overviews on socio-spatial differentiation are challenged by the
lack of statistical data. Most comprehensive data can be found in the
national census surveys, but information on income is only available as
average data on the municipal level. (14) Therefore, studies switch to other
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household information available on the street committee level, although
this scale may also not be detailed enough. Based on the 5th Census of
2000, Xuan identified six types of areas in Shanghai with spatially
concentrated characteristics: old building stock with older inhabitants,
high socio-economic status, danwei housing, newly build housing,
migrant status, and rural hukou. (15) Li and Wu (2008) calculate with
similar data the dissimilarity index and show a higher degree of
segregation between local hukou holders and short-term migrants, as
well as between private and public housing in Shanghai. (16) Various
studies focus on the spatial distribution of housing types to get a clearer
picture (danwei housing, commodity housing, etc.), but often with quite
descriptive results. (17) Since commodity housing is emerging as the
dominant housing type, the differentiation within this type becomes
increasingly relevant. Based on the assumption of housing prices as an
important sorting mechanism, it has become common to investigate
socio-spatial differentiation between high and low-priced estates via
differentiation indices. (18) Wu uses such data to conclude that “the
foremost impact of housing commodification is the revitalisation of the
pre-socialist spatial division” (19) of Shanghai. Others use maps and
visualise patterns of price types to argue for concentration.
Unfortunately, they give only a rough impression of their distribution.
They show bigger, homogeneous areas, either by collecting data on a
higher scale or by merging the defined neighbourhood types, ignoring
what might lie in between. (20) With our data we want to point to a more
differentiated reality. 

Development of commodity housing in
Guangzhou

Early phase of housing commodification

In China’s socialist housing system, the allocation of residential space
through the danwei and municipal housing bureaus to registered urban
citizens left almost no choice in housing consumption. Housing conditions
depended on the status of the danwei in the governmental hierarchy, status
within the danwei, relationships to gatekeepers, and membership in the
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Graph 1 – Investment in commodity buildings in Guangzhou 1990-2009
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Communist Party. (21) This started to change more than ten years after the
9th National Congress calling for opening and reforms, when the
“Implementation Plan for Housing System Reform in Guangzhou”
(Guangzhou Shi zhufang zhidu gaige shishi fang’an) was issued. In October
1989, it kicked off a new housing provision system in Guangzhou as one of
the 80 major cities that were allowed to experiment with reforms. (22)

Enforcement began slowly, but gained momentum with Deng Xiaoping’s
southern tour and his promotion of reforms in 1992. However, it was the
“Decision on Deepening the Urban Housing Reform System in Guangzhou
City” (Guangzhou shi shenhua zhufang zhidu gaige shishi yijian) in 1995
that gave clearer directions. (23) Still far from a market with an “invisible
hand,” the reforms set incentives and introduced competition. Crucially, the
state still retained ownership of land, but land use rights became
transferable for a limited time. (24) The roles of the work unit and the
municipal financing bureau for housing provision were taken over by
developers, real estate agents, a reformed banking system, foreign investors,
and municipal governments as landlords. (25)

New supply was now either commodity housing or subsidised housing.
The latter included “economical” and “suitable” houses, also known as
“houses to relieve distress” (jiekunfang 解困房) or “projects for a peaceful
living” (anju gongcheng 安 居 工 程 ) aiming at middle and low-income
groups. (26) They were mostly sold at net cost price (chengbenjia 成本价),
excluding various taxes, insurance, and other fees as well as developer
profits. The same goes for reform housing: former danwei houses that have
been privatised (in Guangzhou since the end of the 1980s) at net cost prices
largely fixed by the government. Some work units have reduced the price
further, in accordance with their resources, the employer’s status, or the age
of the house. (27)

These programmes stood in contrast to the purely commercial
commodity-housing sector, but both affected each other’s price levels,
because they partly attracted the same clientele. Whereas in Guangzhou
not more than 30,000 families had actually joined any social housing
scheme by the end of the 1990s, (28) the work units still played a major role.
During the 1990s, they built half of the residential stock (29) and additionally
bought commodity apartments to sell to their employees. (30) Thus, access
to housing not only depended on the household’s buying-power, but still
also on the work unit and one’s position within it. 

Nevertheless, in comparison to other cities, the share of individual
property purchase was unusually high in Guangzhou. It stood at around 46%
of all real estate transactions in 1990 and at 64% in 1997. Financial help –
at least for workers in state-owned enterprises – was meant to come from
the housing provident fund set up in April 1992, (31) but in the 1990s, as
many as 54% of the purchasers of commodity housing and 69% of
subsidised housing relied on personal savings, and 30% and 22%
respectively on financial assistance from their parents. Only a few buyers
used bank loans (7% and 2.5%), and even fewer the housing provident fund.
Guangzhou’s commodity housing demand was therefore strongly based on
existing wealth. 

The state encouraged real estate investment. Assertions by Deng Xiaoping
and Guangzhou’s plan in the early 1990s to “fundamentally modernise
within 15 years” (32) boosted the confidence of investors. The city
consequently witnessed an unprecedented housing boom (Figure 1).
Investments in housing surged from 390,000 yuan in 1992 to 1.25 million
yuan in 1993. About half of these investments went into the construction
of new apartments. Residential space therefore expanded by 4.37 million

sq. meters or 14.5% annually from 1995 to 1997. (33) As in other Chinese
cities, the years from 1994 to 1997 were a time of overheating and over-
construction, especially of high-end apartments and office space. (34) At the
end of the 1990s, the vacancy rate of commodity buildings stood at 58.4%
and of commodity housing at 20.9%. (35) As a consequence of policies and
market developments, prices of commodity housing surged by about 140%
within four years (1992-1996). 

Commodity housing as default mode of supply

The full privatisation of housing was already intended in the early days
of housing reform, but the Asian Crisis of 1997 was the crucial ignition
spark to proceed further. Although the crisis had only limited impact on
China, it still slowed down the economy, (36) and investors withdrew their
capital from the real estate market as well. Among the measures to
revive the economy was the far-reaching decision to end in-kind
distribution of housing in 1998 and replace it with monetary
government grants. Thus consumers had to orientate themselves to the
market. At the same time, the mortgage system expanded and an
increasing number of people had access to loans via the housing
provident fund or banks, now with better conditions. At least for
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purchasers of commodity housing, bank loans played a bigger role
(16.7%). (37)

When the danwei retrenched as a producer of housing, its share of built
residential area fell from 46.1% in 1998 to 12.1% in 2006. The 81.4%
individual buyers of commodity housing in 2001 boosted diversification of
Guangzhou’s real estate supply and demand. (38) Thus, in the first years after
the Asian Crisis the growth rates of investment in completed commodity
housing were high, and new houses continued to come up all over the city.
In 2002, investment in real estate development became the primary
stimulant of investments in fixed assets in the city. Investment in residential
projects accounted for over 70% of overall real estate investment.
Expediently, China’s new membership in the World Trade Organization
(WTO) in 2001 ended restrictions on foreign investment in real estate and
increased demand from the international business sector. (39)

Problematic, however, was the high vacancy rate of 23.5% (2003), (40) which
led to a 33% drop in prices to ca. 4,600 yuan/m² for first-hand transactions.
Concerned about over-construction on the one hand and scarcity of farm
land on the other hand, the government put more restrictions on real estate
development and especially land expropriation. (41) The consequence was a
radical withdrawal of investment from real estate in 2003 (Figure 1). 

The emergence of a second-hand market

The developments of the early 2000s also invigorated the previously often
ignored second-hand market in both commodity and privatised housing. It
was during the Asian Crisis of 1997 that many investors first shed their new
dwellings and put them up for sale. This partly explains the afore-mentioned
price stagnation, because “used” homes cost only a fraction of new ones.
At the same time, the government fought the crisis by simplifying purchase
procedures for this market segment, reducing fees and taxes, and expanding
the mortgage and loan system. In 1998, the trade in second-hand housing
doubled within a year. (42) Former danwei housing entered the second-hand
market as work units started selling their housing stock to sitting tenants.
Guangzhou stood out among Chinese cities in that the purchase of these
units already included full property rights, and reselling was possible after
five years. (43) This kind of housing still made up only 4.4% of the second-
hand market in 1999, but already by 2004, when only 8% of the work unit
housing stock was sold, it accounted for 20.4%. (44)

Second-hand housing continues to grow in importance. The ratio between
newly-built to used housing was 3:1 in 2001, but decreased to 1:1 by
2009. (45) Former danwei housing in particular is becoming a relevant factor.
Ma et al. (2010) found that in 2005, among the examined households (with
household heads between 20 and 55 years old), 55% opted for former
danwei units, and only 25% bought into commodity housing. The same
source also quoted a 2005 survey by the real estate company MyTopHome
(man tang hong 满堂红) indicating that 91.5% of second-hand buyers
bought for their own use, and only a few intended to rent out or resell. (46)

Second-hand prices meanwhile remained relatively low. In 2009, they stood
at 7,319 yuan/m2 on average, with Tianhe (13,066 yuan/m2) the most
expensive and Huadu (3,917 yuan/m2) the cheapest district. (47)

Price hikes and the affordability dilemma

First-hand property prices resumed their rapid growth in the mid-2000s.
Due to the abolition of welfare housing, increased land prices, growing

speculation, and stimulus measures introduced in 2004, (48) the price of new
commodity residential units in urban Guangzhou surged from 5,278
yuan/m2 in December 2005 to 7,205 yuan/m2 in December 2006 and
15,000 yuan/m2 in October 2007. (49) In response, the government tried to
cool down the economy, but unfortunately this coincided with the global
financial crisis of 2008. (50) Property prices eased at the end of 2007 and
stagnated at around 9,400 yuan/m2 in the following years before rising
again to 11,874 yuan/m2 in the second quarter of 2010. (51)

Looking beyond the market fluctuations explained above, square meter
prices generally increased due to land scarcity, land prices, development
costs, inflation, and expected inflation. Additionally, the relative inelasticity
of consumers demand has to be taken into account. To buy a house in China
is not merely one option among various forms of housing consumption but
rather a cultural imperative: there is no talk of settling down, marrying, or
retiring without owning an apartment. Especially for men, status on the
marriage market is strongly correlated with purchasing power on the
housing market. The pressure is built up not only by potential wives, but
also by the social environment, parents, and relatives. “Housing is the
material symbol of having a family and has always been viewed as the
source of safety and happiness in Chinese life.” (52) In addition to that,
housing is seen as a wise investment, a secure pillar within a time of
economic transformation. This leads to an interesting paradox. On the one
hand, housing prices have to be low to embark on the desired course of life;
on the other hand, prices have to increase to fulfil promises of socio-
economic upward mobility. 
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As a consequence, discussions about subsidised housing resurface both in
times of rising prices and in times of economic hardship. (53) The State
Council’s 2008 stimulus package (besides generous fiscal and monetary
policies and increased infrastructure investments) also included measures
to promote the second-hand market and affordable housing. (54) Guangzhou
expanded its programme of subsidised housing by rent support (lianzu
zhufang 廉租住房) and economic and suitable houses to help the lower
income class. Limited-priced houses (xianjia fang 限 价 房 ) target the
“sandwich class” (jiaxin ceng 夹心层), lower and middle-class families that
cannot afford to buy a house but are not entitled to government allowances. 

While according to the yearbooks, in 2008 and 2009 limited-price housing
absorbed about 6% of all investments in residential units, (55) newspapers
reported that when finished these houses were partly redefined as other
types of social housing or sold as commodity housing. (56) By the time of
our survey in 2008, social housing did not play any major role in Guangzhou,
but in recent years some new clusters of mainly subsidised rental housing
have emerged. Most of them are located on the fringe of the inner city. (57)

Data and methodology

Data

Before presenting our data sources and discussing the spatial distribution
of commodity housing estates in Guangzhou, we need to revisit the term
“commodity housing” in more detail. Unfortunately, the use of this term is
not always consistent. It is often understood in contrast to categories such
as “economical suitable housing” (jingji shiyong fang 经济适用房) or “reform
housing” (fanggai fang 房 改 房 ), (58) but sometimes also as including
commercially-built housing distributed through work units, housing bureaus,
etc. (59) Although the term is linked to the privatisation of real estate, newer
yearbooks include subsidised housing (baozhang xing zhufang 保障性住房)
as part of commodity housing. (60) Older yearbooks provide data on the size
of new units only for shangpinfang, though they might be calculated in a
similar way. The category shangpinfang actually includes not only residential
space but also office buildings and commercial premises. (61) We therefore
translate shangpinfang as commodity buildings and refer to shangpin
zhuzhai (商品住宅) or shangpin zhufang (商品住房) as commodity housing.
There may also be some confusion regarding the translation of “fang” as
housing, but we emphasise that we refer to commercial residential space.

Our data on Guangzhou’s commodity housing estates is derived from four
known real estate agent websites (Soufun.com Ltd., Anjuke Inc., Sohu.com
Inc., Fangjiawang). (62) They differ slightly from each other in the number of
available housing units and also in the amount of information and specifics
in the respective search engines, and therefore complement each other.
From these websites, we extracted the names, addresses, average square
meter prices, and ages of all commodity housing estates in Guangzhou
selling apartments at the time of access in December 2008. These totalled
797 estates, which had entered the market from 1993 to 2008. The age
notably represents the age of the estate, not the age of the building.
Apartments on offer in an older estate may include both second-hand units
and buildings recently added. The average square-meter prices per estate
were extracted directly from the websites and not calculated by us.
Presumably they were calculated from the total of all units on offer. They
therefore do not reflect differentiation within the estate, but they should
reflect the overall status of the estate.

Another caveat is that units offered through the websites may be bought
by people who subsequently do not move in. They might well leave them
empty, provide them to relatives, or rent them out. Due to the high demand
for housing in Guangzhou, we can assume that most of the shown estates
are subsequently occupied, but we cannot be sure about the homogeneity
of the people moving in. Households in upmarket estates need resources
such as wealth, income, status, or connections, yet renters could to some
extent increase the social heterogeneity of the estates. In short, our data is
really estate-level, not household- or building-level data. 

The prices also require some discussion. They are asking prices, not the
actually paid prices, and they represent a snapshot, not a long-term average.
For both reasons, we need to question the validity of our approach –
especially since 2008 was the year of the financial crisis. It turns out,
however, that the annual average prices did not deviate much from the
long-term trend. (63) In contrast to that, monthly volatility made 2008 quite
a turbulent year, but December, when the data of this sample was collected,
shows only slight deviance from the annual average. The December average
was 8,012 yuan/m2 for first-hand and 4,424 yuan/m2 for second-hand
housing, compared to the 2008 annual average of 9,339 yuan/m² and 4,378
yuan/m2 respectively. Our sample recorded average prices of 11,291
yuan/m2 and 5,950 yuan/m2. This discrepancy of about 20% compared to
the annual average can be partly explained by the different price types. Our
sample uses asking prices (baojia 报价) on real estate websites, whereas
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official real estate statistics use actual transaction prices (chengjiao jia 成

交价), calculated as sales volume divided by the size of sold residential
space. According to Wu (2002), there is a deviation of about 10% between
asking and transaction price due to bargaining and discounts. (64) One might
speculate that this percentage was higher in a time of economic crisis.
Moreover, not all the expensive apartments included in our sample will have
found a buyer, and some – perhaps cheaper – transactions may not have
relied on real estate agents as middlemen. Overall, our snapshot seems to
be reasonably embedded in the general trend. Even existing seasonal
fluctuations will not significantly change the relative distribution of low-
end and high-end housing, and it is mainly this relationship and its spatial
representation that we are interested in. What is not immediately possible

is the derivation of trends from snapshot data. However, some conclusions
can be drawn when we look separately at housing estates of different
building periods and their respective spatial distribution.

Categorisation and mapping

For our analysis, we need to define categories of estate age and price
levels. We want to use the estate age to demonstrate residential
development over time. The three categories in Map 1 follow the phases of
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Map 1 – Location of commodity housing estates in Guangzhou by age (in 2008)

Data sources: www.gz.soufun.com; www.guangzhou.anjuke.com; www.gz.focus.cn; www.gz.fangjia.com



housing markets and policies: 1993-1998: The socialist housing welfare system,
with the radical policy change in 1998 as its turning point; 1999-2003: gradual
implementation of the capitalist housing market policies; 2004-2008: full
implementation of housing reform. Since our data was collected in 2008, it
might not fully reflect market dynamics during the previous phases. Therefore
we crosschecked our findings with district-level real estate statistics. (65)

We also need price categories to define which price range can be considered
“cheap” or “expensive,” low-, middle-, or high-priced. Without doubt, these
categories are quite flexible, changing over time and with the socio-economic
status of the buyer. As a rough reference point we use the concept of
affordability. A common method is to define affordability as “financial capacity
of a household to purchase or rent a housing unit” (66) and to calculate it as

the ratio between income and housing costs. Opinions differ on which part
of income counts as spendable, what should be included in housing costs, and
most importantly which ratio qualifies as bearable. The World Bank, for
example, sets an income-housing ratio of 3:1 to 6:1 as affordable. (67) In China,
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Map 2 – Location of commodity housing estates built in 1993-2004 by price category (in 2008, in yuan)
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the national annual income-to-housing unit ratio in 2009 was 9:1,
compared with 3:1 in the US and 7:1 in Australia. (68) Mak et al. (2007) point
to the great differentiation within China, with Shanghai’s ratio of 14:1 vs.
Guangzhou’s ratio of 6:1 at the beginning of the millennium. (69) Chen et al.
(2010) emphasise the validity of this approach and see the relation between
annual income and housing unit price as the precondition of housing access,
since mortgages and loans are granted by similar calculations. (70)

If we were to solidly discuss affordability measures, we would need to
include a discussion of “income” in the Chinese context, where often several
sources of variously documented monetary income and non-monetary
benefits contribute to people’s livelihood. In our case, we are not interested
in affordability per se but only as a reference for our categorisation. While

it is unavoidable to set a certain threshold, we define a price span rather
than a fixed limit. A common way is to base the calculation on median
household income. Lacking this data, our starting point was the middle-
class’s average spendable income per capita in Guangzhou in 2008. With
this figure at 24,899 yuan, (71) and 3.2 people composing an average
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Map 3 – Location of commodity housing estates built in 2005-2008 by price category (in 2008, in yuan)
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household (urban hukou and permanent migrants included), (72) the mean
household income would be 79,678 yuan per year. Based on the above
understanding of affordability, we define apartment prices below the price-
income ratio of 4:1 as “low-priced,” up to a 6:1 ratio as “medium-priced,”
and beyond this as “high-priced.” What is more difficult is to apply this logic
to square meter prices. Our data covers a broad range of building sizes.
Apartments sold in 1993 measured 91 m2 on average, (73) while those in
2005 measured 116 m2 (related to all urban districts in respective years). (74)

Moreover, most apartments were smaller than the average. Therefore we
assume a standard dwelling size of 95 m2 for our calculation. This gives us
affordability limits of 3,354 yuan and 5,117 yuan per m2. Given the
uncertainties in this calculation, we can safely round these figures up and
define a square meter price range of 1,900-3,600 yuan/m2 as low-priced,
3,600-6,000 yuan/m2 as medium-priced and 6,000-45,000 yuan/m2 as
high-priced. 

In order to keep a relatively clear visual result, we leave it at three
categories for each of the three following maps, which show the district
boundaries of Guangzhou and each of the estates located by exact address.
Very few estates are located outside the map area in remote suburbs, and
a number of others appear invisible due to overlapping. For our analysis,
however, we could refer to larger and complete maps. It is noted that the
symbols for the estates are of the same size, irrespective of the size of the
actual estate. Due to their larger size, suburban estates therefore appear
underrepresented. 

Spatial distribution of commodity housing in
Guangzhou

The historical urban core of Guangzhou includes what are today Yuexiu
and the northern parts of Liwan and Haizhu. The wider inner city extends
beyond the full territories of these three districts to include Tianhe and the
south of Baiyun. The remaining districts cover suburban and periurban space,
especially in the case of the two officially “rural” county-level cities of
Conghua and Zengcheng. Within the overall administrative area of
Guangzhou of 7,434 km2, the area of the urban districts grew from 1,443
km2 in 1993 to about 3,800 km2 in 2008. (75) Map 1 indicates that most
people still live in the old districts, and new development concentrates here
as well as on immediately adjacent areas. Additionally, some individual
clusters emerge in the suburban areas. The districts are often taken as
geographical references, but the maps show clearly that the locations of
development do not follow administrative borders, and districts therefore
do little to clarify related spatial developments. 

In the 1990s, centralised locations were very clearly favoured over
suburban ones. The relatively low car-ownership rate and insufficient
transport infrastructure were major reasons, but not the only ones. Inner-
city locations are also preferred because of better access to prestigious
institutions such as hospitals and especially schools. Additionally, before
2002, many of today’s suburbs did not yet belong to Guangzhou, which
meant residents did not have full access to the superior urban resources of
the provincial capital.

Map 1 shows a trend of suburbanisation. The older estates in our sample
(built in 1993-1998) are mostly located in the inner city, at the fringe of the
old core. Before 1998, there was little development within the old core and
even less in the suburbs. Some notable exceptions are located in suburban
Panyu, which early on benefitted from Hong Kong real estate investment. 

The distribution of estates built between the decision to abolish welfare
housing (1998) and the beginning of the building boom (2004) was not
fundamentally different, although the radius from the old core increased a
bit. It was only after 2004 that a large number of estates also emerged on
more centrally located sites – often at the expense of historic quarters,
especially in Yuexiu. Suburbanisation also became more obvious during that
phase. Many of the post-2004 estates in this category are located in Panyu,
Baiyun, Huangpu, and even more remote locations such as near the new
airport in Huadu. 

Distribution of commodity housing estates by price-
level

The first finding when looking at the collected price data is a markedly
wider price range between cheap and expensive estates in the newest
generation of estates compared to older ones. This is partly due to the fact
that most of the apartments in the older estates were second-hand
property in 2008, and most of those in the latter category were new ones.
But this alone cannot explain the large price spread for the 2005-2008
category. It is in the first place a sign of a more differentiated market –
especially a growing luxury market. On our affordability scale, 58.6% of new
commodity housing estates qualify as high-priced, while only 9.3% qualify
as low-priced, and 32.1% as medium-priced. The market has produced a
price structure of commodity housing that is biased towards the upper end
(Map 3).

In terms of spatial distribution, Guangzhou is often described as a perfect
example of classic space theories: an expensive core encircled by concentric
layers of decreasing prices. (76) Map 2 shows commodity housing estates
built in 1993-2004 and their average asking price per square meter in 2008.
The most expensive segment (6,000-45,000 yuan/m2) was concentrated in
the city centre, in Yuexiu and the Southwest of Tianhe. Some estates in the
medium-priced category (3,600-6,000 yuan/m2) were located in a ring
around the centre: from west of Haizhu to south of Baiyun and west of
Tianhe. Cheaper housing (1,900-3,600 yuan/m2) was available south of
Haizhu and Liwan, in Tianhe and Baiyun, and further away in Panyu,
Huangpu, and Huadu. 

The commodity housing estates built in 2005-2008 showed a less obvious
ring structure. On the one hand, the centre (especially Yuexiu and Tianhe)
still attracted the most expensive estates, while on the other hand many
high-priced estates could now also be found in adjacent areas and remote
development zones. They extend further into Baiyun, Haizhu, Huadu, and
Panyu. These areas now attract housing at different price levels. In 2005,
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the transport infrastructure and other factors had already improved to an
extent that living in suburban locations had become sufficiently attractive
to a whole range of social groups. Families who could not afford to live in
urban commodity estates now resided side-by-side with the well-earning,
mobile middle class who prefers the spacious, safe, and quiet environment
of suburban gated communities. For the former, distance translates into
lower housing prices, for the latter, into better living conditions.

The two maps together, including newer as well as older housing options,
do not fully support fears of segregation and polarisation. Considering the
big price differences between newly-built and second-hand housing, there
is a mixed price structure in the central districts and even more so in the
adjacent areas. Commodity housing in the old core has not been
implemented through any large-scale residential redevelopment
programme, but rather added to the existing structures. This occurred
especially in the eastern section of the urban core (Yuexiu) and to a lesser
degree in the western section (Liwan). Large areas of the old town were for
a long time avoided for redevelopment, because bargaining with residents
on compensation and resettlement is a tough and expensive exercise. The
increasing availability of suburban sites after the administrative expansion
and after implementation of an improved transport infrastructure has
further reduced pressure on the older urban areas and has allowed poorer
quarters to remain next to the increasing number of new ones. As
mentioned above, the suburban sites have attracted an equally mixed
clientele – looking for either cheaper options or more luxurious places – but
the mix there is less fine-grained, if only because suburban estates are much
larger than those in the inner city. 

Conclusions

The results should be interpreted first within the commodity sector and
then with a view beyond this sector. Within the commodity sector, we have
seen differentiation and an increasing price range. The most obvious finding
– also setting our case apart from the Western experience – is the
continuing preference for inner-city sites for high-end developments. There
are a number of practical, cultural, and political reasons for this, which have
briefly been discussed. On the other hand, suburbanisation is also highly
visible from the maps. It is very obvious that for the suburban estates,
location still matters. Due to their varying accessibility, infrastructure, and
image, specific suburbs attract different price levels. Segregation and
differentiation appear stronger in the suburbs, because estates there are
larger and more strictly gated.

In the inner city, conversely, the degree of mixing appears much higher
than district-level analyses would suggest. If considering only the
commodity market at scale of the estate, these estates are small, less gated,
and distributed in a rather mixed fashion. 

The picture becomes even more heterogeneous when other housing
options are included. Urbanised villages (chengzhongcun 城中村) (77) and old
urban housing stock lie equally intermixed among the commodity estates.
This notably does not mean that people necessarily mix – our further
research actually casts doubt on this – but that the conditions for a mixed
and integrated city are comparatively good. This finding puts claims of
increasing segregation into perspective. Even though our analysis
concentrates on commodity housing, because this is about to become the
dominant sector, we have to see that in 2008, commodity housing
accounted for only 40% of Guangzhou’s residential units. (78) This is not a

small number, and it is rapidly growing, but clearly many low-income
neighbourhoods in the city are not covered by our survey. Those urbanised
villages, former danwei compounds, or pre-socialist houses still provide
housing space to low-income residents – and they provide this space right
near the city centre with excellent accessibility and in a relatively mixed
social environment. The problem is that these housing options are all
gradually vanishing. It is therefore time to ask whether the mechanisms of
the commodity sector are suitable for catering to the whole city and to all
social groups. The experiences so far are not encouraging.

The markets have produced a price structure that is biased towards the
upper end and tends to create segregated socio-spatial structures. Although
central areas such as Yuexiu and Tianhe are still socially mixed, the trend is
towards a homogenisation and dominance of unaffordable commodity
housing. On the other hand, separate suburbs for high-class gated
communities and for displaced poorer residents from erased inner city
neighbourhoods have emerged. 

Despite the undisputable success of housing reform and the massive
involvement of private capital, it is an open question whether it will work
equally well without alternative housing modes. The state would probably
be well advised not to do away with urbanised villages and old urban
neighbourhoods and to remain active as a regulator and builder to provide
affordable housing and a reasonably mixed socio-spatial structure. The
markets will not do this on their own. 
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